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Aim

- At the 2022 RHPW we held a workshop identifying where barriers to good information management and humanitarian mapping existed.

- This year we want to see where progress has been made and how we can help each other find resources to improve our IM across the Disaster Risk Management Cycle.
Agenda

- MapAction and Information Management for DRR and Sendai
- Break Out Session
  - Where do you (actively) work on the DRR cycle
  - What IM do you have, need to cover those elements
- The ADRRN COP - how can it help?
  - ADRRN Flagship Projects Mapping
  - National CSO Rosters
  - Sharing and learning
- Future commitments
Our vision

A world where people vulnerable to humanitarian emergencies are more resilient and those assisting them are more effective through the use of technological advances in information management.
Think about where do you work on DRR and e.g.s. How information management helps you

- Understanding risk
- Managing programmes
- Responding in emergencies
- Building back better
- Communicating your outcomes and programmes
- Peer to peer learning
Introductions

Introduce yourself to your group
▪ Who you are
▪ What you do
▪ Where you work

Two questions:
▪ Where on the DRR cycle do you work?
▪ What opportunities with IM do you want to embrace?
Future collaboration and systems

- How do we do better DRR IM for CSOs?

- How can we better understand what we are all doing within IM?
ADRRN Flagships Project

- Interactive Map
How do I get projects on the map?

https://arcg.is/mefD1

Not a one-off study - rolling tool; at least annual audit
Your community of practice

Local chat groups in Nepal and the Philippines

A regional Community as part of the Innovation Hub

Contact Matt Sims for more details

masims@mapaction.org